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A donation
dilemma

CSOM student joins VFA
By GABBy TArini
Heights Staff

Matt Palazzolo
“Sesqui and I Know It.” As graduation comes terrifyingly closer, this
rather annoying tagline has become a
frequent trespasser inside my inbox.
These emails all contain the same
theme: please donate to the senior
gift fund. Though I haven’t contributed yet, I have still formed a strong
opinion about these emails.
The Boston College Alumni
donation organization is a smoothly
run operation. Various members of
the senior class, alumni, and even a
Board of Trustees member have all
sent emails through the Senior Gift
Fund, praising their BC experience and encourage our graduating
class to donate. Most importantly,
donations can be funneled into a
specific program or organization.
I would hesitate before donating
into a general BC fund, as I could be
unwillingly financing nefarious actions like building a new, frappe-less
Chocolate Bar (yes, I’m still bitter).
This group-specific donation method
is an appealing alternative.
Despite these positive aspects,
Sesquicentennial donation emails
still make me uncomfortable. I
remember watching PBS pledge
drives in between Cyberchase
episodes, where a network executive
would solemnly inform viewers that
without sufficient donations, PBS
could go out of business. I remember going to Broadway musicals and
chuckling at the benefactor titles
that became increasingly pretentious with each successively higher
donation level. Finally, as a politics
junkie, I have seen the dark fundraising underbelly of political campaigns. My inbox is still regularly
ambushed by emails begging for
donations. Even supposedly frank
emails, where a candidate apologizes
for repeated donation requests,
have an underlying financial motive.
The email’s crafter hopes that this
disarming honesty will inspire supporters to contribute—after all, even
these remorseful emails contain a
donation link at the bottom.
I have no doubt that Senior Gift
email authors are completely genuine and benign in their love of BC
and their gentle request to donate.
However, their solicitations contain
the same guilt trip tool that infects
every fundraising organization. An
alumni email that claims their donation honors their experience at BC
begs the question—am I ungrateful if I don’t donate? An email that
proudly cites the huge percentage
of seniors that have already donated
unwittingly makes me shameful for
not donating already. Although the
Senior Gift Fund has pure intentions, it still utilizes the same twin
imperatives of any large fundraising
organization. Donate: and you’ll
receive a reward or title, and donate:
the group needs you and as a current or former member you are
obligated to help.
In my opinion, Senior Gift
solicitation should abide by the KISS
(keep it simple, stupid) principle. A
catchy slogan or colorful sticker will
not inspire me to write a check to
the Alumni Fund. A personal narrative explaining why an alumnus
donated will only make me feel
guilty for not contributing myself.
The Senior Gift webpage has a
superb FAQ about donations. It
explains how University rankings
are affected by alumni donation, and
how tuition and athletics revenue
alone is not sufficient to cover University expenses. This FAQ presents
a logical rationale for why I should
donate to the Senior Gift Fund, and
more importantly, does not employ
the carrot and stick, reward and
shame tactics of most fundraising organizations. While I admire
current seniors for sharing their
personal motivations for donation, a
simple email with links to both this
FAQ page and the online donation
portal would have been equally if
not more affective in convincing me
to contribute. I have loved my BC
experience and intend to contribute
once I have successfully sold my soul
for a law degree and huge salary.
Please don’t make me feel guilty for
not donating before graduation.

Matt Palazzolo is a senior columnist for The Heights. He can be
reached at news@bcheights.com.
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The director of the Fiscal Affairs department of the International Monetary Fund spoke on Monday to the BC community.

Cottarelli discusses fiscal accounts
By Andrew SkArAS
Asst. News Editor
“The fiscal accounts of many
advanced economies are now in the
worst shape ever,” Carlo Cottarelli
said. “In 2008, the IMF was calling
for an expansionary fiscal policy for
the first time ever. The recession
was not an ordinary recession—[it]
turned into a demand recession.
The monetary lever was not working. We called for a fiscal expansion
when others had not recognized the
full impact of the crisis.”
At Boston College on Monday
as a part of the International Economic Policy and Political Economy
Seminar, Cottarelli came to speak
about the situation of public finances in advanced economies. He
has served as a director of the Fiscal Affairs department of the IMF
since 2008, which gives advice on
public finance to approximately 100
different economies and publishes
the Fiscal Monitor, a bulletin that
tracks the progress of national fiscal
adjustments around the world.
Cottarelli began by explaining
how many advanced economies
came to be in the situation where
they needed significant fiscal restructuring. He traced it back to
a surge in public debt in the 1970s
that continued into the crisis that
began in 2007. Looking at both
the gross debt and the deficits, he
showed that both increased further
through the crisis, especially the
structural deficit.
“At the end of this year, the
gross debt [of the U.S.] is expected
to exceed 110 percent of GDP, near
the historic high at the end of the
Second World War,” Cottarelli said.
“However, four factors suggest that
the fiscal account is worse than
it was at the end of the Second
World War.”
The first factor that Cottarelli
talked about was the type of fiscal
cuts that were employed—military
cuts—and how they were easy to
implement. Moving to demographic concerns, he explained how there
were not pressures on pension and
health care systems, due to the
relatively young population. He
then discussed higher labor force
growth rate in the 1950s. Lastly, he
described how the financial sectors
of most advanced economies were
repressed in the post-war period
and how that facilitated the financing of government paper.

Turning to the present situation,
Cottarelli grouped the 25 most
advanced economies into three
groups. The first included those
with declining or stable debt, most
of which had a surplus before the
crisis. Examples of these countries
were Switzerland and Sweden. The
second group included countries
with small increases in debt at low
levels. None of these countries
currently have a net debt-to-GDP
ration above 60 percent. The third
group, which included the U.S., was
made up of countries with a debtto-GDP ratio of over 90 percent.
Cottarelli stressed that these 10
countries represent 70 percent of
the advanced economies’ GDP and
43 percent of the world GDP.
“How difficult will it be for
these countries to bring [their]
fiscal accounts under control?”
Cottarelli asked. “This depends on
two things. First of all, what do we
mean by ‘bringing public finances
under control?’ Second, it depends
on the assumptions of the interest
rate-growth differential.”
Focusing on the first question,
Cottarelli talked about bringing
down the debt-to-GDP ratio. One
of the goals that he described was
bringing down public debt to 60-70
percent of GDP by 2030 by some
combination of lowering spending
and increasing taxes tailored to
each country. He then explained
a graph that showed the different
situations of the different “Group
3” countries and how much fiscal
adjustment they needed to achieve
the necessary budget surplus to
meet the goal.
“Many countries will have to
swim against the tide because
they will have to implement fiscal adjustment at a period whe n
demographic and other forces will
lead to an increase in spending for
pensions and health care,” Cottarelli said. “The United States is
the second largest in entitlement
spending. Given the magnitude of
the adjustments, one could wonder
if there are short cuts.”
The two potential shortcuts that
Cottarelli discussed were increasing inflation and debt restructuring.
Regarding inflation, he described
two ways that inflation helps. The
first was seigniorage, the amount
of money that the government
would gain simply by printing more
money. Cottarelli said, however,
that this was not large in advanced

economies. The second was the
decrease in the value of public debt
in circulation. Although Cottarelli
admitted that this would have a
larger impact than seigniorage, he
also thought that it would be difficult to control and that it would
not do enough to solve the fiscal
problems.
“How about debt restructuring
or, in plain English, not paying your
bondholders?” Cottarelli asked
next. “This is not a cost-free option. After default, when a country
goes back to the market, it will
have to pay a higher risk premium.
We should not forget that default
is a tax on the bondholder and
therefore has the same deflationary effects on the economy as any
tax. I think that the cost of debt
restructuring is quite high.”
Cottarelli then turned to two
requirements for governments to
navigate their fiscal adjustments
succesfully. The first was structural reforms to raise potential
growth.
“[Structural reforms] are important because it affects the
debt-to-GDP ratio,” he said. “Also,
it is easier to run large primary surpluses when an economy is growing a lot. If there is an increase of
growth per year, it will lower the
debt-to-GDP ratio.”
The second requirement was
that countries implement a strategy to keep interest rates under
control. Cottarelli described four
aspects of this requirement. The
first was a “medium term fiscal
adjustment plan.” The second
was determining the appropriate
pace of fiscal adjustment, which
depended on the market circumstances facing each country, as well
as the amount of fiscal adjustment
necessary.
The third was defining the
appropriate balance between
increased taxation and decreased
spending for each country. He
noted that it would be better in the
long term for European countries
to cut spending, while the U.S. and
Japan had room for raising taxes.
The fourth aspect of the strategy
was relaxed monetary policy.
“In several advanced economies, the fiscal accounts are in
really bad shapes,” Cottarelli concluded. “It will take decades to
lower [them] to sustainable levels.
It is not impossible, but there are
not good shortcuts.” n

Max Walters, CSOM ’13, was
recently offered a fellowship with
Venture for America, a competitive two-year program that offers
a pathway to startups and entrepreneurship right out of school
for recent college grads.
Max will join Sean Lane, BC
’12, as the second student from
Boston College selected to join
the ranks of this unique program.
Venture for America (VFA) is
modeled after Teach For America.
The organization trains the best
and brightest college graduates
and sends them to early-stage
startup companies in lower-cost
cities. Students spend two years
growing those companies and
learning how to become entrepreneurs.
“Sending recent college grads
to low cost cities where local
economies are struggling but on
the rebound and developing a
mutually beneficial relationship
between the firms and the cities, that’s really the ‘for America’
part,” Walters said.
One of the main goals of
VFA is to restore the culture
of achievement in America to
include value-creation, risk and
reward, and the common good.
For Walters and a lot of other
students in VFA, the “for America” part is one of the most powerful aspects of the program.
“What’s powerful about VFA
is that it is designed to make our
country better in a time when we
critically need it,” Walters said.

“What’s
powerful about
VFA is that
it is designed
to make our
country better in
a time when we
critically need
it. ”
- Max Walters,
New inductee to Venture
for America and
CSOM ’13
“With the recent economic deterioration and rise of pessimism,
it is refreshing to be involved
in something that creates optimism.”
VFA’s mission of hard work
and genuine ideas has earned the
company a place in the national
spotlight.
L ast month, founder and
president of VFA Andrew Yang
was one of 12 past White House
Champions of Change who were
invited to meet President Barack
Obama in Washington, D.C.
A little over a year ago, the
White House created the Champions of Change program to
recognize Americans across the
country who are doing extraordinary work in their communities.
Yang had the opportunity to
sit down with the president and
explain how Venture For America
works.

While the “for America” part
of the program is designed to
stimulate economies nationwide,
the “venture” part of VFA is where
the ideas and minds of talented
individuals are put to work in a
rather unconventional way.
Many college students, particularly business students, are
looking for different ways to
make the transition from college
into the real world in a way that
will inspire them and put them
on a path to developing their
own ideas.
“Kids think they have these
certain paths that they are supposed to follow after they graduate college—go to grad school,
law school, or work at some big
name firm,” Lane said. “Increasingly though, kids are realizing
that if they go to these smaller
cities with smaller markets and
smaller teams, they have the
ability to make an impact on
day one.”
“Everyone in the program
is exposed to early hands-on
experience in a protected way,”
Walters said.
The organization places students with startups that look
like they are on the brink of
taking off. The firms then take
the students completely under
their wing, though VFA remains
a constant thread throughout the
entire process.
Lane was placed with a company called Swipley, based in
Providence, RI. The company’s
mission is to help local merchants succeed by democratizing tools and powerful data that
were once reserved only for big
businesses.
“So far, my year and a half
with Swipley has been the prototypical startup experience,”
Lane said. “Six months ago we
had about 26 employees, now we
have 40—the company is growing quickly.”
Swipley was started in 2009
and was named one of “America’s
Most Promising Companies” by
Forbes. The company was the first
in Rhode Island to ever be named
to the Forbes List.
Lane said that his biggest challenge at the firm was learning to
“learn on the go.”
“They kind of throw you into
the fire and you have to figure
things out for yourself,” Lane said.
“The credit card processing industry was not exactly something
I ever took a class on at BC.”
Both Lane and Walters say
that BC is beginning to catch the
tailwinds of some of the ideas
surrounding startups and entrepreneurships.
BC held its first ever “StartUp
Fair” this past Monday, which
brought some of the best tech
startups in Boston to campus.
“I think it’s really cool that
BC is moving in that direction,
because quite honestly, the entire
city of Boston is moving in that
direction,” Lane said.
The University also sponsors
the Boston College Venture Competition (BCVC), a University
wide business plan competition
designed to promote and support
entrepreneurship.
“Seeing the school encourage
startups and entrepreneurship
is really great,” Lane said. “I only
hope that it will draw more students to new and exciting organizations like VFA.”n

Syria Deeply aims to boost awareness of ongoing civil war
By Jennifer Heine
Heights Staff
For most Boston College students, the civil war in Syria seems,
quite literally, half a world away.
For seven international studies and
political science majors, though, the
conflict has become a personal one.
The founding members of the
BC chapter of Syria Deeply, an
international news platform dedicated to disseminating information
concerning the Syrian situation,
these students, including Kathryn
Turlo, A&S ’13, call the endeavor an
attempt to educate the public on a
war that has gone largely unnoticed
in the American media. “Most of us
did this out of frustration,” Turlo said.
“We know what’s going on, but we
know a lot of people don’t.”
For Turlo, the decision to join
Syria Deeply is also a personal one.
While studying abroad in Jordan, the
site of many Syrian refugee camps,

last semester, she witnessed firsthand
the escalation of the refugee problem. “When I was there, the refugee
situation was just starting to become
a real crisis,” Turlo said. “My host
mom, among others, would say, ‘We
don’t want the refugees here.’ They
recognized that they needed help, but
Jordan is still a poor country, and it
doesn’t have the necessary resources.
People also worried about the possibility of radicalism in the camps.
These were political refugees, fleeing
an oppressive regime, and the people
in Jordan worried about what they
might do.”
“As an outsider, it really made me
think,” she said. “Where are these
people supposed to go? From then
on, I became involved in following
the Syrian crisis.”
Joining Syria Deeply offered Turlo
the opportunity not only to follow
the crisis, but to become involved
in educating others as well. It began
as the launch program of News

Deeply, an initiative of journalists
who recognized the need for a more
comprehensive circulation of foreign
affairs. As she explained, “It is the
only place you can get all the information on Syria in one website.” The
goal of such a news source is twofold:
“We seek to combine information
and knowledge with engagement
in order to effect faster change than
would occur in the normal news
arena.”
Even so, the organization does
not actively support one side or
another in the conflict. “Syria Deeply
isn’t a political organization,” Turlo
said. “They’re not backing any political platform or focusing on one
particular group. They’re just trying
to spread awareness and get facts
from the ground.”
The leap to college campuses
makes sense, given the age group’s
technological advantages. “They feel
that young people are the most able,
and the best equipped, to spread

awareness about an issue like this,”
Turlo said.
The organization held its first
fundraising event on Tuesday,
Feb. 12 to support one of Syria
Deeply’s campaigns, Caravan Aid,
in conjunction with El Pelon, which
donated 15 percent of its sales that
night to the organization. “All proceeds will go to the Zatari Refugee
Camp in Jordan. Our fundraising
will go towards building warmer,
more stable, and more comfortable
housing for them,” Turlo sad.
Having come into existence
only this semester, Syria Deeply
has yet to attain official status as
a BC organization, which makes
fundraising difficult, as the group
cannot advertise on campus. Still,
says Turlo, “It was a good start. It
was the first event we had, and now
we’re really going to focus on raising
awareness around campus.”
Building this awareness remains
the focus of Syria Deeply’s mission.

“The situation there is so complex
that it’s very easy for people to brush
the conflict off and say it doesn’t
matter,” she said. “But regardless of
how it ends up, Americans need to
be paying attention. Whoever ends
up in power, it will have major international repercussions, and it will
affect American interests. That’s
why it’s so frustrating that people
don’t know what’s going on.”
But even more importantly,
Turlo emphasizes the need for
awareness to stop the violence. “It
has been almost two years since the
start of the conflict,” she said. “Over
70,000 people have died, mostly
civilians, and there are over four
million in need of assistance. These
facts are staggering. This is a civil
war, and it’s teetering on the edge
of ethnic cleansing.
“This is an extreme humanitarian crisis, and every day that goes
by without something being done,
more people are dying.” n

